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Capabilities 
Our foundation comes from military service where completing the mission was our focus.  Over the years CW 
SME’s have participated in DITSCAP, DIACAP and IAVA implementations and audits. Present day having done 
multiple RMF preps, including use of DISA STIG’s and participating deeply within the CMMC community on 
multiple working groups, we realized one day that when it comes to Cybersecurity Compliance and NIST 
controls -we are Subject Matter Experts.  Our SMEs are senior people that have also been instructors. We 
leverage that to offer our customers a special way to perform our services that includes teaching your stake 
holders about the work we are performing as we go along. And why would you not empower your 
stakeholders by letting them gain knowledge and understanding of the services CW provides to you? You 
wouldn’t and that is our secret sauce and part of our guaranteed ROI. We get the mission done and leave your 
people empowered to carry on long after our job is completed. 

“If you give a person a fish, you feed them for a day – If you teach a person to fish, you feed them for a 
lifetime.” 

Cybersecurity Compliance Consulting 

80% of companies believe after entering their DFARS self-assessment into the SPRS database that they are 
compliant. This is not true as the level of detail assessors will be looking for during the CMMC portion of your 
compliance assessment is unintuitive and will cause delays in your readiness. 

NIST cybersecurity controls and various frameworks such as CMMC, CSF, and GDPR requirements don’t have 
to be difficult but it requires effort and some assistance from SME’s.  

C3PAO 

Along with the rest of the applicants, CW is currently pending its DIBCAC assessment to become an approved 
CMMC C3PAO. In the meantime, with our RPO partnerships we are ready to help your organization complete 
and submit your DFARS self-attestation and then to prepare your organization for your CMMC Level 1 or Level 
3 assessment. 

MSP 

Of course, if you like our work and would like to keep us as part of your ongoing team, we tailor specific 
managed services to ensure you are getting what you need. Also - ask us about automation using various 
software applications that we can recommend. 
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